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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
1982-83
Volume 7
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faculty senate
February 24, 1983

TO:

Members of the Faculty Senate

FROM:

Anne J. B ~ c r e t a r y

SUBJECT:

Meeting of the Faculty Senate

The next meeting of the 1982-83 Faculty Senate will be held
on Tuesday, March 8, at 3:30 ~ in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Summarized Minutes of February 8, 1983

2.

President's Report--President Steven Kramer

3.

Guidelines for Search Committees--Professor
Jeremy Sabloff

4.

Open Discussion

(p. 13)

5.

Change in Membership of Faculty and Staff
Benefits and Welfare Committee--Professor
David Kauffman

(p. 14)

6.

Change in Membership of Faculty Ethics and
Advisory Committee--Professor Kauffman

(p. 15)

7.

Change in Membership of Long Range Planning
Committee--Professor Kauffman

8.

committee Replacement--Professor Kauffman

9.

Items from the curricula Committee-Professor Patricia Murphy

(pp. 1 - 3)

(pp. 4-12)

(pp. 16-17)

(a)

Revision of Major in Spanish

(pp. 18-19)

(b)

Revision of Major in Portuguese

(pp. 20-21)

( c)

New Degree--B.S. in Industrial Technical
Education

(pp. 22-23)

(d)

New Minor in Professional Writing

10.

(pp. 24-28)

Items from the Senate Graduate Committee-Professor Paul Pohland
(a)

Revision of M.A. in Theatre Arts

(b)

Ph.D. in Optical Sciences (materials
to be distributed at meeting)

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY SENATE MEETING
March 8, 1983
(Summarized Minutes)
The March 8, 1983 meeting of the UNM Faculty Senate was
called to order by President Steven Kramer at 3:40 p.m. in
the Kiva.
The Minutes of the February 8, 1983 meeting were approved
as distributed.
President's Report. President Kramer announced that plans
were well underway for Legislators' Day which will be held
on April 4. Political ward meetings in Albuquerque will be
held the last of March and the first week in April, and
Kramer urged Senators to participate in these meetings so
that political leaders will be aware of their constituents
from UNM. He also said that the budget situation is still
under discussion in Santa Fe and that John Perovich may address
the Senate in April. Kramer expressed the hope that evaluation of administrators would begin soon. He reminded the
Senate that guidelines for these evaluations were adopted
by the Senate on April 13, 1982.
Procedures for Search Committees. Professor Garrett Flickinger said that the Committee had received comments from
several faculty concerning the procedures that were presented to the Senate on February 8 and that these suggestions
had been incorporated in the document distributed in today's
agenda.
The Senate adopted the procedures as presented and also
approved the following resolution which was read by Professor David Kauffman:
The Ad Hoc Committee to prepare general procedures for
search committees for academic deans, provosts, vice
presidents, and president has done an exceptionally fine
job. The document they have prepared can serve as
a useful guide for many years. The manner in which
the committee operated, searching out and carefully
considering all viewpoints, is an excellent example
of committee work at its best.

The Faculty Senate, therefore, expresses its appreciation to the Cornrnittee--Dolph Barnhouse, Garrett W.
Flickinger, Gerald W. May, Jeremy A. Sabloff, Jane
Slaughter, and Carolyn J. Wood--and thanks them for a
job well done.
Faculty and Staff Benefits and Welfare Cornrnittee. Professor
Robert Nesbitt, Chair of the Cornrnittee, asked the Senate
to approve a change in title and membership of the Cornrnittee.
The suggested change would delete clerical, production,
service, and maintenance staff from membership and add the
word "Professional" in the title of the cornrnittee. Nesbitt explained that the cornrnittee felt that clerical and
maintenance staff were adequately represented by unions and
they should not come under the purview of this cornrnittee.
He further stated that members from those groups rarely
attended cornrnittee meetings.
In the discussion that followed, it was pointed out that
clerical and maintenance staff are an integral part of the
University and they should not be disenfranchised because
they belong to unions. In fact, their unions might be able
to help the professional staff and the faculty in their
efforts to gain better benefits.
A motion to accept the changes as presented was defeated
by the Senate.
Faculty Ethics and Advisory Cornrnittee. Professor Dav id Kauffman,
for the Faculty Ethics and Advisory Committee, asked the Senate
to approve the addition of a graduate student to cornrnittee
membership when a graduate student is accused of une t hical
behavior.
Professor Garrett Flickinger moved that the words "with
the concurrence of the accused" be inserted irnrnediately after
the words "Professional Ethics." This amendment carried and
the motion was approved as amended.
Lonq Ranqe Planninq Cornrnittee. Professor Kauffman, for the
Long Range Planning Committee, moved that membership be expanded to include the Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
and the Budget Director. He explained that the cornrnittee
felt that in order to recornrnend policy the committee needed
administrative representation.
An amendment was made to substitute the "Vice President
for Finance" for the "Budget Director." It was felt that
the Vice President would have a broader view of the University and would be more able to help in the policy-making
function. The amendment carried and the motion was approved
as amended.
Committee Replacement. As recommended by Professor Kauffman,
the Senate approved Georganne Mellen (Gallup) as replacement
for Tom Adamson (Gallup) on the Library Committee.

Branch Colleqe Representation ..Q!l the Senate. Professor
Kauffman said that the Operations Committee interprets the
Faculty Constitution (sec. 6 (b) (i)] concerning Senate
membership to include representation from the Branch
Colleges. Therefore, the UNM Branch Colleges at Gallup,
Los Alamos, and Valencia County will elect representatives
whose terms will begin with the 1983-84 academic year.
Curricula Committee Recommendations. As recommended by
the Curricula Committee, the Senate approved
(1) a
revision of existing major in Spanish; (2) a revision
of existing major in Portuguese; (3) a new degree--B.S.
in Industrial Technical Education--to be given by the
Department of Secondary and Adult Teacher Education; and
(4) a new minor in Professional Writing.
Graduate Committee Recommendations. As recommended by
the Senate Graduate Committee, the Senate approved (1)
a revision of existing Master of Arts in Theatre Arts
degree, and (2) a Ph.D. degree in Optical Sciences.
The meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

Anne J. Brown
Secretary
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GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR
SEARCH COMMITTEES
FOR
ACADEMIC DEANS, PROVOSTS, VICE-PRESID NT
AND PRESIDENT

Recognizing the ultimate authority of the Board
appointment of administrators, the Faculty Sena
the following guidelines be incorporated in the
~~~.
The guidelines are presented in thre
(I )

(II)
(III)

General Responsibilities of Search Com it
Composition of Search Committees
Specific Procedures for Searche

in
n

Poli~t

1

h

I,

Q~E~l~~~onsibilities Of Search Com ittee
A search committee must be formed for ev ry op
tive position, whether the decision has een a
the pool to internal candidates, or wheth r th
national search.
In the case of aca emic dean
(the principal officers of colleges, program ,
provost and presidential positions, a natio al
conducted.

C

u t

follow

The responsibility of the search committee

To identify and attract qualified appl ·cant
To develop and disseminate the guidelin
or
and a description of the position;
To screen the applicants in the pool by qualific
suitability for the position;
To recommend to the applicable admini
1v
1 v
which the decision will be ma
o
h
qualified candidates for th po i ion·
To assist in interviewing and providin i put o h
administration regarding the candid t
In general, the search committee
constituencies served by the person to b
should be chosen from among those who
back
tise have given them some access to Univ r i
and those who understand the goal nd purpo
Members of the committee should be en itiv
constituents, but should hold the gre t r int r
institution as paramount .
It is understood that the respon ibility of a
is to collect information and screen
t th
sion for appointment rests with the Regents,

I I.

p
l •
re

n

n

h

rch co
in l

Th~~~~osition of the Search Commi~!

A.

Composition of search committees for th
(2)
Academic Deans and Directors of (l) Art
r
lanagement
(3) Education, (4) Eng in er·
ini(6) Archit~cture and Planning, (7) L w (8)
rostration, (9) Nursing, (10) Pharmacy, (11)
g ram s , ( 1 2 ) Ge n e r a 1 Li..!~.!.!EY •
n
fo 11
The search committees ill con ist of th
bership :
or pr r
coll
One Academic Dean from outside tl
1.
~-be appointed by th Provos ,
2•

Four members of the faculty of th co
d
th-;;e four faculty are to
_1 ct
p
the college or program accord1n
t
un
and approved by the faculty of tl
u
1983 .
(Note:
Election proc dur

1

account EEO requirements regarding ex and
hnicit
as w~ll as equal access to nomination for all professional ranks.)
3.

On~ graduate or professional student; this
tud nt
will be appointed by the rest of these rch
from a list of three names supplied by th
Student Association Council.
The studen nomin
s
must all be from the college or program for which t1
search is being made.
The GSA Council mus
con ul
with relevant groups from the college or pro
I
the three names prove unacceptable to the co
GSA Council will submit a second list oft r
F o r _ t he Ge n e r a 1 _ L i b r a r 1..t_ t h e s t u d e n t w i 1 _!. __b_ __
iEom_a_col~e~e.or~gram_receiv~it'
1 ·-E-~1
~~~r!_Er1mar1ly from the Gen ral Library.

4.

Q~~ individual

from the professional community who 1
an alumnus/a (of the college); selection of thi
will-be determined by procedure
d V lop
y
the individual college .

person
5.

In the case of the General Library, th r
additional seventh and eighth mernb rs:
Two mm
!~~i~cult~ at large who will be !!.£.E_o_i_n_t__
d~~~~
~-Erocedures established by the Faculty
consultation with the Library Committee of

The Chair of the search committee will
e appoint
Provost from among the faculty members (including
the committee.
B.

Procedures for the Dean of the Univer ity Coll g
Director of the Honors Program.

)

th

y
h

of

d

n)

th

an

or pro ra

1.

One Academic Dean from outside the coll g
to-be appointed by the Provost.

2.

Four members of the faculty at lar e who will b
appointed according to procedures establish d by th
Faculty Senate (in consultation with appropriat
Senate committee).

3.

One undergraduate student to be appointed b~ th
r
of-the committee from a list of three supplied
ASUNM Senate .
In the case of the honors progra ,
student should be part of the progr m.
If th
thr
names prove unacceptable to t~e committee, AU
Senate will submit a second 11st of the t 1ree n

The Chair of the committee will be appointed
Y. th
vast from among the faculty members on the com 1t

2

on

Pr -

t

.

C.

s

Procedures for the Dean of the Offic of Gr du
and the General College.
1.
One Academic Dean or Director fro
out
or Office to be appointed by the Provo
2•

3.

h

Fo~~ members of the faculty at lar e who
appointed according to procedur
e t bli h
Faculty Senate (in consultation with
Senate committee) .
One graduate o r t eaching assistan
to
the rest of the committee from a list
plied by GSA Council . The student no in
be from the college or program for whi l t
being made .
The GSA Council must con ult
vant groups from the college or progr,m.
names prove unacceptable to the committ
will submit a second list of thre

h

1

Pro-

The Chair of the committee will be appoin
b
vost from among the faculty members (includin
on the committee .
D•

Procedures for

the Dean of Continuing

n)

i n

C

i

1.

One Academic Dean or Director from ou
to- be appointed by the Provo t .

2.

Two members of the faculty at 1 rg
appointed according to procedure
Faculty Senate (in consultation wi
Senate committee).

3.

One graduate or student to e appoint
the committee from a list of thr e suppli
Council .
The student nominee mus al
b
college or progra
for which the s arch i
made .
The GSA Council must consult with
gro u ps from the college or program • . If
name s prove unacceptable to the c mm1 t
will submit a second list of three nam

4.

Col

h

Two alumni/ae from the Albuquerque co
tion of these people will be det rm1n
dures developed by the program.

The Chair of the committee will be appoint db
th
vost from among the faculty mem er
(inclu 1n
on the committee .
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h
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E.

Procedures for the position of Provost
The search committee will consist of the following mmbership:
1.

On~ Academic Dean or Director to be appointed by th
President of the University.

2•

Fo~E me~bers of the faculty; these four faculty will
be appointed by the President from a slate of eigh
names recommended by the Faculty Senate.
The
en t
should strive to ensure that the list is as broadly
based as possible in regard to college, EEO requir ments, and professional rank.

3•

One member of the professional staff; thi
indivi ual
will be appointed by the President from a slat of
four names recommended by the Administrative Vic
President.
The Vice President should
trivc to n ur
that the list is as broadly based as possi 1

4.

Q~~ graduate or professional student;

5.

One alumnus/a; this individual will b
d fro
a slate of three names recommended on·--Association .
The AlumniAssociation
tr1ve to
ensure that it ' s list is as broadly based a _.£2

this stu nt
will be appointed by the President from a slat
of
three names recommended by the Gra uate Sud nt
ociation Council .
The GSA should strive to ensure h
their list is as broadly based as possi 1

The Chair of the search committee will be appoint d by th
President from among the faculty members (including the
dean) on the committee .
F.

Procedure for the position of Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
The search committee will have the same membership as th t
for the position of Provost (see E above) with the membership appointed by the Provost .

G.

Procedures for the position of Associate Provost for
Research
The search committee will have the same membership
th t
for the position of Provost (see E above) with the ad
tion of a n individual from the Albuquerque research community .
The membership will be appointed by the Provo t.

H.

Procedure for the positio~ of Associate Provost for Co munity Education
The search committee will consist of the following me
ship :
4

r-

1.

QE~ Academic Dean, Director, or Branch Director to be
appointed by the Provost .

2.

!~~

3.

One member of the faculty from the branch campuses
will be appointed by the Provost from a list of nine
names recommended by the Directors of the branch
campuses (each director will recommend three names).
The list will be as broadly based as possible.

4.

members of the faculty from the main campus· these
two faculty will be appointed by the Provost fr~m a
slate of six names recommended by the Faculty Senate
The Senate should strive to ensure that their list i~
as broadly based as possible .

One alumnus/a from the community to be appoint d by
Provost from a slate of three names recommend d by
the Alumni Association .
The Alumni Association should
strive to ensure that it's list is as broad..!.L_bnsed as

the

.E.~~ s i .£!~.!.
5•

One member of the staff; this individual will be
appointed by the Provost from a slate of six nam s
recommended by the Administrative Vice President.
The
Vice President should strive to ensure that the list
is as broadly based as possible.

6.

QE~ graduate or professional student; the stud nt will

7•

One undergraduate student; this student will be appointed by the Provost from a slate of three names of
students from the branch campuses to be recommended by
the ASUNM Sena t e .

be appointed by the Provost from a slate of thre
names recommended by the Graduate Student Association
Council .
The GSA Council should strive to ensure that
the list is as broadly based as possible.

The Chai r of the search committee will be appointed by the
Provost from among the membership of the committee .
I.

Procedures for the position of Administrative Vice President for Student Affairs , Alumni Relations, and Development
The search committee will consist of the following membership :
1.

Four members of the professional staff; these individu;ls will be appointed by the Preside~t with no more
than one person from each of the 15 units (as note
in
the organization chart in t~e.Facul y Ha~dbook) ~nder
the jurisdiction of the Administrative Vice Pre ident .
The President should strive to ensure t~at h~
or her selections are as broadly based as pos ib~e in
Sex and minority group membership.
regard t o ran k ,
,

7

5

2.

Q~~

3.

One graduate or professional
beappointed by the President from a 1 t
names recommended by the Gradua e Stud n
Council.
The GSA Councils ould striv to
the list is as broadly based as pos ibl .

4.

!~~

5.

One alumnus/alumna; this individual wil
by the President from a slate of
mended by the Alumni Association.
tion should strive to ensure th t
broadly based as possible.

member of the faculty; this in ivi
appointed by the President fro
a sl t
recommended by the Faculty Senate.
h
strive to ensure that the list is as
possible in regard to college, EEO r
professional rank.

undergraduate students; the
appointed by the President from a
recommended by the ASUNM Senate.
should strive to ensure that h
based as possible .

ppoint
co it

The Cl1air of the search committ
will
President from among the membership o
J.

Procedure for the position of Presid nt of

h

The search committee will consist of the followin
ship :

1.

One Academic Dean or Director to be
Board of Regents .

2.

Four members of the faculty; th s
ind'vi u
elected by the Faculty Sen te accordin
.o proc.
established by the Senate. The Sn
111
t 1
ensure that the slate which i
vot
ly representative a possible .

3.

Two members of the staff · th se in 1v1 u 1
appointed by the Board of Regent •

4.

One graduate or professional stud n
; i l l be elected by the Graduat
tu
Council according to procedur s
t

5.

One undergraduate student·
elected by the AS
Sent
established by the ASU

6.

Two alumni/ae froc th
will be appointed by th
of four names recommende

----

6

hi
accor

ppo n

.1

The Alumni Association should strive to
it's_list is as broa~..!_r
as possi

based

n ur

The Chair of the search committee will be appoin
Board of Regents from the members of the committ
Note :

III .

h

Te-.~--~d

Additional_£ositions which are not covered hr or
~~ic~_may_be created in the future should follow th
_general_search__.Buidelines established in h'
n..:.

~ecific Procedures for Searches
Search committee members should be thoroughly fa ili r vith
the procedures set forth in the UNM Affirmative Action
Manual.
It is important that the committee act op nly
non - prejudicially in identifying the very bet candid
a position, with special efforts to include women
n
groups .
The first step in the search process must b
of a description of the open position, guid
search, and the formal position announcement.
should be rationally based on the goals
nd purpo
particular unit.
Although it is the responsi ili
search committee to develop the description and
u
u n
position announcement , there must be clear, un quivoc 1
written agreement between the committee an<l the r
pon
administrative official (or Regents in the cas
of
pr
tial search) on the position description and
earch
before the committee proceeds .
During the advertising period, committee mem ers
~ctive in identifying and attracting qualifie
c
ls appropriate and proper for committee c ~ber
.
possible contacts in order to attract applicant
into
pool , including requests for nominations, per onal
telephone calls, and letters .
All contacts mu t
for the Affirmative Action office .
One of the
search committee should be to draw
a broader audience than the formal announce ent in
t'
. 10 ns.
This process should continue unti·1th e Pool
ls closed , after which no new names can be added.
The committee then should evaluate the qualific~tio
individuals in the pool and formulate a short 11
of
·
I 1· t
hou
~ less than three candidates .
This short
.
ra n k-d.
p r1or
·
to for ard 1 n
e
in
order of preference .
to the responsible administrative official(
t~e c n
should be contacted to confirm their continuing int r

?,

It is important that the individuals on the comoi t
int egrity
·
.
·
·
d ea 1·ing w ith pers nn 1
and discretion
in
~onfidential information .
No member of the ~om
issue any public statement during the selection
7

forth in these guidelines . Once the earc1 co
h
forwarded a slate of candidates to the appropri
official (Provost, President or Regents)
th
c
person may be asked to handle the logi tic
for th c pu
v i s i t • 0 n 1 y v i a b 1 e c and i d a t e s s h o u 1 d b e i n v i t d f o r c ~ interviews.
The appropriate University official(s) hould
slate carefully and not publicly relea e th na
c, 'ldidates until satisfied that each individu 1
qualified, meets the job description previou ly
and would be acceptable if the results of th
cess are positive .
If the short list dos
minimum number of candidates accepta 1
University-official(s), the slate should
other names to be forwaded by the commi te
The short list can then be publicly r lea
of the appropriate University official( ),
n
can be invited to interview on campus.
,ndi l
with the broadest possible range of group
dents, staff, and administrators in variou
and answer sessions should be employed h n
after the interviews are compl ted, the
official(s) finds none of the candidate
position, another list may be dev lope
tee , the process terminated, or an wand
appointed .

8
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE,

February 24, 1983

~

David Kauffman, Vice-President, Faculty Senate

Fl!oM,

Robert Nesbitt, Chair, Faculty and Staff Benefits and Welfare
Committee
Change in committee charge and membership

~ JECT=

The committee requests the following change in charge and membership.
(new words are underscored)
FACULTY AND PROFESSIONAL STAFF BENEFITS AND WELFARE COMMITTEE.
The Faculty and Professional Staff Benefits Committee shall
review current University fringe benefits--including, but not
limited to, the retirement and insurance plans and health care -and investigate the feasibility of additional fringe benefi t s
as may occur to the committee or be suggested to the committee.
The committee shall then recommend changes in, or additions t o,
these benefits to the Faculty Senate as they arise.
(Eight faculty members, including the chairperson,
nominated by the Faculty Senate; ~hfee four staff
persons, eHe e£ waem saall Be f~gm the eierie~± ~ta££,

eae e£ waem saa±± ee £fem ~ae ~feeae~iea,-sefviee, aae
ma~H~eHaHee s~a££, aae eae ef whem who shall be from
the technical, professional and managerial staff,
nominated by the Faculty Senate; and the fol~owing exofficio members:
the vice-President for Business and
Finance, the Associate comptroller for Payroll, the
Assistant Director of Personnel services. It is
understood that faculty and staff from specialized
fields may be invited to provide information and
advice as required. ~ ~ o f office shall normally
be three years.)

13
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE,

February 24, 1983

Faculty Senate
David Kauffman, Vice President
:BJECT,

Change in membership of Faculty Ethics and Advisory committee
The Faculty Ethics and Advisory Committee requests the following
change in its membership:
(new words underscored)
(Seven faculty members, s~H 6£ wh6ffl shall ee nominated by
the Faculty Senate w~~h aaa~~~6Ral Rem~aa ieas ~rm
~±6e~ e£ ~he SeRa~e ~e ee e!ee~ea ey seere ea!le
y
~he Seaa~e. ~he se¥eR~h memeer shall ee a eeRa 6
Rem~Ra~ea ey ~he SeRa~e e~efa~~eRe €6fflffl~~ ee
a eR£i~mea ay ~he seaa~e. Members of the committee shall
serve for overlapping two-year terms 6 ~h ~ iR eRe
yea~ Re me~e ~haa ~h~ee sha±± ee re~laeea, aR iR h
£e!!ewiR§ yea~, Re mefe ~haa £6~r shall ee re± ee.
The chairperson shall be elected each year by the commit ee
and shall be a tenured faculty member. I n ~ event tha
a graduate student is accused of unethical behavior as
defined RY the Statement of Professional Ethics,~ g7ad~ate student, appointed E..Y ~ Graduate Student Associ~tion,
shall serve on the committee,~ only for those meetings
or parts of meetings during which a graduate student's
behavior is being considered.)

8

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE,

~

Faculty Senate

FRoM,

David Kauffman, Vice President

&raJEcr,

Long Range Planning committee

February 24, 1983

The Long Range Planning Committee requests that the committee
membership be expanded to include the Associate Provost for
Academic Affairs and the Budget Director.
DK/ de

FORM C
~fAJOR A!\D MI~OR CURRICULAR CHANGES
_ _ _ _15,
_ _1982
_ __ __ _ __ __
Date: _ November

1.
2.
3.

Unit: Dept. of Modern and Cl assical Languages (sPANI~ J.1-)

::

(Dept., Div., Prog.)

6.
7.
8.
9.

UNIT PREPARES IN TRIPLIC TE
R outing (All three copies)
Dean of Library Services
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Facult y
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Facult y Senat e

2

I. Major Change
l_?egree

New

Revision of
Delet ion
existing d egree
Major
New
R evision of
Deletion
existing major
Minor
New
Revision of
Deletion
existing minor
Concentration New
Revision of
Deletion
existing concentrat ion.
Give exact title and requirement s as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.

V

II. Minor Change

Minor name change of existing d egree, major, minor, or concent ration.
Minor program revision (3-5 hours)

Reasons for Request (attach extra sh eets if necessary)

f:Ncov eA--GeM e1J T

ot=-

LJ1,-IJ OA)/16& M lf-J{)f!.,S

,0

Effective bate of Proposed Change: _....::::._..:..__..:..___....1.6
c.-.L/h
. . s.__:_L_ L_ _ ---::-_
Semest er

·,

:pf-k.E .11- sECOA.1]) lv1 l}.J?)e, I

17'?3
Year

B~dgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
·
Might this change impinge in any significant way on student or departm ental programs? Yes_ _
If Yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
~( attach statemen~

45

•
r

Ap~rovals: Dean of Li~rary Services

Signat ure: l t1MA4L\4.t

~- U

n epartment Chair

~ ~---- ~

q.. J2

No _ _

Date:

I

2 -

\ ).

2'"-

¥ "'l..-

College Curricula Committee
Date:_--=--_;_;;i.=.:..-=----(if necessary)
College or School FacultY- - -~ - ~---__,A-,q.'----=--::--::--::--"-:::'--::--College or School Dean _ J.'£.~.......14d'P=:1:c;=¥-=t---,-----;--_:'c.........._--'-:::--'-::::''-FS Undergraduate Ac. Adairs_ u:::~ ~~"~"'-\..-__J~!:-='=..:::~ ~ .- ~ ~
and/or FS Graduate Cornmittee _ _ __ _ _-=-- ------=--::-:'-:----:-- Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Office of Graduate Studies _ _ _..,,.__ __.,.==----:---1--r-----=-- Date =- ~ - - - - - -

~

FS Curricula Committee _ _...,.._..J_..:.~_:._:....:...:=-4~~

~<=-,--- ---::---:-

Provost _ _ _ __:__ _ _~~~~~-=::a..+-~ ==.,,==-----::--:----Faculty Senate· _ _4

universit
.
(Re\'fs d Y of New Mexico
e 6-1-81)

L..__

_ _-,t.~

.,L---':--=-----:--:---::----:-

Date: --'/~J...::,.0.i.,:._Q1'--.
-l-0t_' v_ _
Date :- ~.~~~..u.~+-~
-'-''.L./_ _
Date: _ _ _ _ __ _ _

I

SPANISH

Second Major Study
Students who present two majors(Spanish and another major) are
required to take 24 hours in Spanish numbered 300 or above,
including 301,302,340, 351, plus at least 9 additional hours in
literature courses from Section III in the UNM General Catalog.

•

' . '.,

FORMC
MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Date: _ _D_e_c_e_m_b_e_r_3---','--1_9_8_2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Unit: Modern & Classical Languages (Portuguese)
(Dept., Div., Prog. )

6.
7.
8.
9.

UNIT PREPARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies)
'>t"'J2
Dean of Library Services
u.,
•
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate ·

I. Major Change
Degree,

New

Major

New

Minor

New

Concentration

New

Revision of
existing degree
X
Revision of
existing major
Revision of
existing minor
Revision of.
existing concentration

Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.

See attachment.

II. Minor Change
Minor name change of existing degree, major., minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision (3-5 hours)
r

Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)

Minor adjustment of course work in Major;
addition of "Second Major" , option in line with other language majors. The purpose
Effectt-S'e ffattir'I¥f;itmJ-cWfil{~&:e students to take a double ma~ or.
1983/84
·

Semester

I

Year

B~dgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
Might this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes __- lfyes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
(attach s ~ ~ = ~· .
1

,:1,-;t;::-.

·

'

Approvals:--. D;~.;6f Library ·servic~s ~

'

College Curncula Committe_e
(if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or Scho~l Dean

/ ; ; at ure:

£

FS Undergraduate Ac. A f ~

-<-

No_X__

~~ ~

Yb:=-:

Date: / 2.-- p-:... X:: 2
Date: _ _---:-:-.::::...::::.._=---'---Date: ___________

~

~

Date:-1-/-===..ZfL...../-<jj'........L.../4--'
=
-f2- - -

\f:

gCf:,/f\

and/ or FS Graduate Committee _ __:__ _:....___;___:__-:-:-:::------=..:---:--:--:::--Office of Graduate Studies _ __:__ _~r----:---'=--+.---.--=:~
FS Curricula Commit

'--;--

Date:__J_J_,_7__.::L~f---+/~.Q~5s.:,,....__
I
I
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _-;;1_--<J------Date: __:/_"fl.,_1.=...,o,/,__f'--v_ _

Provost _ _ _ _-=r"~~:::_,~~;;._.,.e:!:~~=--------:--:--- Date: -h'-A~uf,£-.L-~.L.l'/'--Date: _ _ _ _ __..;__~_

IS'

MAJOR STUDY -

(PORTUGUESE)

30 hours in Portuguese courses, including 301, 12 hours of
Brazilian literature, 6 hours of Portuguese literature,
and the remaining hours above 300; plus two years college
work in another foreign language (or reading knowledge).
SECOND MAJOR

24 hours in Portuguese courses, including 301, 6 hours of
Brazilian literature or 6 hours of Portuguese literature,
and the remaining hours above 300; plus two years college
work in another foreign language (or reading knowledge).

FORMC

Date:
Urut:

UNIT PREPARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies)
Dean of Library Services
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

2~,l

~!AJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHA! .GES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

September 8, 1982
Secondary & Adult Teacher Education/
Industrial Education

(Dept., Div., Prog.)

'

6.
7.
8.
9.

L Major Change

Degree

New

Major

New

Minor

New

Concentration

New

xx

Revision of
existing degree
/
Revision of
existing maJor
Revision of
existing minor
Revision of
existing concentration

Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion

~

Give ex.act title and requirements as they should appear m the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.
(SEE ATTACHED PROGRAM OF STUDIES)
TITLE : Industrial Technical Education

[I.

Minor Change
Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or c~centration.
Minor program r~vision ( 3-5 hours)

~easons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)
SEE ATTACHED SHEET .
Ufective Date of Proposed Change:
Spring Semester
,

r

Semester

1983
Year ·

3~dgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
SEE ATTACHED SHEET •
lhght this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes _ _
fyes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
(attach statement)

W ')

Signature:
'

Department Chaii:
~

,.
College Curricula Committee ~~;M:e'.1::..!'...._-l,l.-=--,r--OL.J'------::'----:--( if necessary)
Date:__.CL-~~-- - CoJ!ege or School Faculty_--(~~~~:;.&CS~c..+~-=-----:~ ~
Date:-Ju.:.......,:.--J--=---~
Date :_..!..-+...=:=.....~----'-Date:_.=--=..-'--::---"---::Date= ---.------::::--

~:: =~=~==
Date= ----':--:-:--:--

REQUEST FOR NEW PROGRAM

FORM C

REASONS FOR REQUEST:
In the decade that follows, all indications seem to s uggest tha t there exists
a growing need for competent persons for employment i n t echnol ogically based
i ndustries.

A definite need will occur at all l evel s of employment , but the

critical need will be of pe rsons with Bachelor of Science Degr ees , who are
not professional engineers, but who possess competencies in t he technologies
as well as some professional management preparation.
include :

Typical occupations

supervisors , managers, quality control and maint enance personnel ,

and testing s pecialists .

BUDGETARY AND FACULTY LOAD IMPLICATIONS:
One new course in Industrial Education is to be developed :
INDUSTRY (Form B attached) .

With adequate financial s upport, two new courses

are t o be developed in the Anderson School of Management :
one in Production Systems .

I . E. 102 - MODERN

one in Finance and

Without t hese n ew cour ses, the Professional

Management component serves the Program's needs adequately ; with the new courses ,
it would be excellent .
Staffing , lab facilities, etc . , are adequate at t his time .
Prag

However, if the

·
.
f
t· oned wil l have t o increase
r am i ncreases as proJected , the a oremen 1

accor dingl y .

FOR~f C
!AJOR A. ,n l'\IL~OR CURRICULAR CHANGES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Date: _ _ _ _1_0'--/0-=5'--'-/_8_2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Eng 1 i sh

Unit:

(Dept., Div., Prog.)

6.
7.
8.
9.

UNIT PREP ARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies)
Dean of Library Services
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

L Major Change

Degree
Major

New _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Minor

N ew _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Concentration

New - - - - - - - -

xxxx

(

Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ __
existing degree
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ __
existing major
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.J
existing minor
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ __
existing concentration

Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __

Give exact title and requirements as they should appeai in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.

SEE ATTACH ED

I. Minor Change

Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision (3-5 hours)

leasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)
'ff
I)
' ect·ive Date of Proposed Change: _ _._F~a!..!1___!1_ _-=-'' _(....:....L_---:-_
_ _ _--:-_
Semester

. Year

~~dgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)

,
ight this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes _ _
fyes, have you resolved these issues ~ith department involved?
(at1f3::~eq~~
Signature:
~\Aejh~
•Pprovals: Dean of Library Services

~

/ /

Department Chair

/(I ? ~

ffi
.
JI?.(°,.=~

·

f

Date:

/
No _ _

I

?-

lo,~ _g
I

,?h /!{

College Curricula Committee_..........:....;....-:_;..:.:..._----:::-:---=-:.__..-'------,,-:--::-( if necessary)
1
Date: _ _
College or School Faculty
College·oc SchoO! Dean

FS Undergraduate Ac. Affairs

~·..

-J~'---+(----

1

f::J<1YV\

and/or FS Graduate Cornmittee_~....:.....---=----=-----=---=------::.:--::-:-Office of Graduate Studies~....;....---,,'1-----.-;------'~~--t'-,---:---::-:-

~:: (7Afyt

Date: - - - - - ~ - ~
Date: _ _ ___,...---Date·

Provost _ _ _ _ _--=~~~~:!:::=,~~~.£=;.--,,,:::...__-:-_ _ _ _ __

Date;

:{rhtJ /J'~
44/!y

Faculty Sena~:;,...,e___ _ _-"7L-;.,L------::-'::---::------~:---- Date= - - - - - - - - : - -

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87131

.PROFESSIONAL WRITING MINOR. (18 hours)
A combined minor with Journalism and Theatre Arts. Requirement: English 219,
English 320 (The Profession of Writing), and 497 (internship); nine additional
hours from: English 220, 240, 424, and other sections of 320; Journalism 270,
302, 312, or 332; and Theatre Arts 355-356. Eng 1 i sh 497 wi 11 i nvo 1ve an
internship at the UNM Press, with one of the journals on campus, or with a
pertinent off- campus busines s . At least twelve semester hours must be in
courses numbered above 300 . Student s interested in this program should consult
the English Department Undergraduate Director .

...

.2.3
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

TELEPHONE (505) 277-6347

.

~ORM C

i!AJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Nov . 9, 1982 (Duplicates - - lost
0€
16,
)ate: _ submission
_ _ _ _ __ _
__June
_ __
_ _1982)
_ __
THEATRE
Jnit: _ _
_ _ _ _ARTS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Dept., Div., Prog. )

6.
7.
8.
9.

UNIT,··-- .... ;_~ 1 TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies)
Dean of Library Services
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

I. Major Change
Degree

New _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Major

New _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mmor

New _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Concentration

New _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Master of Arts

Revision of____
· _ _ _ __
existing degree
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ __
existing major
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ __
existing minor
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ __
existing concentration

Deletion _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ __

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.
ATTACHED

I. Minor Change
Mmor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Mmor program revision (3-5 hours)

leasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)

_

ATTACHED

.
·_
Fall
"~ffec t·ive Date of Proposed
Change: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ __
Semester

19 82
Year

l~dgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements) ATTACHED
¥fight this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental ~ograms? Yes _
f yes, have you resolved these issues with department involv.ed?
_ (atta~ sta~;.;?I

& -d---x
J~
/-;:J /Signature:
/ / . D!partment
Chair
~hd;e ;vf..{..,
Date:
7
·

~Pprovals: Dean of Library Services

College Curricula Committee _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(if necessary)
College or School Faculty _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
'

FS Undergraduate Ac. Aff ·

Date:
Date:

Office of Graduate Studies

Date:

FS Curricula Committee

Date:

Faculty Senate

/

,

.

~

Date:

• ' , •AC

C/

.Lt/

-~

~

11,lu/lL

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date:

Provost

<

XX
No _ _

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

College or School Dean
and/or FS Graduate Committee

_

Date:

;~{_, /<:£Z.

lt~~~;z-!-=2.../I

'/J ?-

Attachment to form C : Major and Minor Curricular Changes
M. A. in Theatre Arts
The Department of ~'heatre Arts offers advanced work on
the Master's level in the areas of playwriting, directing and
technical theatre for the student interested in teaching,
practice or further graduat e study . · The Maste r's program
aims to strengthen both the method s of interpreting and
staging existing dramatic work and creating and preparing new
dramatic work for stage or cla~sroorn .
To enter the program the student should have completed a
major in the field or have taken a minimum of 24 hours of
advanced courses in the areas of acting, directing , playwriting, theatre·
history, technical theatre, dramat ic literature and criticism .
The student applying for admission should subrni t ,to the
Department of Theatre Ar ts 1) a letter of intent clearly
expressing- the applicant 's objectives in undertaking graduate
study, 2) a recent majo r example · of the applicant's critical
or script writing , and 3) three letters of recorrunendation .
Required Courses
Introduction to Graduate Study. 500
{3)
Dramatic Theory and Critical Analysiso 503
(3)
Critical Issues in the Performing Arts . 506
(3)
Graduate Tutorial .
509
(3)
Degree Plans
The main degree plan _for . the theatre program is plan II .
Plan I, with a Master's thesis is recommended for those students
P~anning further graduate work' ·or for those whose interest
lies in the critical and historical areas of the program .
Plan I
Required Core.·

500

I

503

I

506

I

509

C?urses related to special emphasis :
directing, playwriting, teaching,
technical theatre .
Master's thesis 599

12

12

(Minimum of six hrs .)

Total hours required for the degree

24 plus thesis

Attachment M.A. in Theatre Arts
Page 2
Plan I I
Required Core:

500, 503, 506, 509

Courses related to special emphasis:
directing,playwriting, teaching,
technical theatre.

12

12

.Master's Essay: supervised under
Independent Study 597

3

Electives

6

Total hours required for degree

33

Master's Essay
The essay subject is chosen by the student and reflects
the major in~erest and direction the student is following in
the M.A. program.
The essay topic may develop from work in
a seminar or special project. · The student must choose a
faculty member to act as supervisor of the essay from development
of the topic through completioh of the essay. The length of
the essay must conform to a seminar paper or a minimum of 20
pages.
Master• s Exam
The Master's exam is conducted by a faculty committee of
three. The supervisor of the student's Master's essay
normally serves as chairman of the corrunittee and the other
two members are chosen in consultation with the student. The
subject matter for examination questions is taken from the
Particular program of studies followed by the student. The
Subject matter of the Master's essay must be included in the
examination questions. Usually the exam is written; the
committee may elect however to conduct some portion of the
exam orally.
The length of the exam is three hours . Each
member of the committee conducting the exam submits at least
one question.
Master's Thesis

.

The guidelines for the Master's thesis are found in
the Graduate Bulletin and in a publication titled
Thesis and Dissertation Manual available at the University
Book Store.

Attachment to form C:

Reasons for request

The revision of the Theatre Art's Master's program was
done in order to more fully base the degree on the strengci1 s
in the department's faculty and curriculum. Previously, the
degree focused too narrowly on the area of theatre education .
This specific broadening of the program to the areas of playwriting, directing and technical theatre more accurately matches
the goals of the applicant pool over the last thr~e years .
Within its overall academic program the department places
special emphasis on the creation and development of new plays.
The Master's program takes the emphasis on new plays for its
central theme and focus . New plays and new interpretations
of existing plays involves the writer, director, technician
and teacher and the quality of that involvement shapes the
theatrical future .
The purpose of the required core of courses for the
Master of A~ts degree is to provide a common conceptual frame work for all the graduate students in the prograrno This
framework is conceived as standing on three supports: 1) research
methods and resources; 2) interpretation and the for mulation
of production concepts; and 3) critical questioning of the
~ature and purpose of the art . The final and fou:th element .
in the required core is the observation and practice of teaching
through. a tutorial assignment to one of the faculty conducting
a specific course in the undergraduate program . The core program
as a whole aims at a strengthening of critical and practical
functions that will support and guide the student's direction and
emphasis in the remainder of the program and beyond .

....

Attachment to form C:

.

.

. .

. -

.

.

.

.

.

.

Budget and Facul t y Load

The revision of the Master's program involves an increase
in the number of required courses from two to four.
Two of
th2se courses will be new courses . The increase in load will
be met in part by an arrangement with the Department of English.
In this arrangement, David Jones will teach one graduate course
in the Theatre Arts Department each year starting in the spring
of 1983 . P'urther, the increase in load will be met through
rotation of teaching assignments in the graduate program among
a larger number of theatre Arts faculty than was available
for assignment to graduate theaching when the Master's _program
was originally developed in 1976 . .The increase in faculty
available for graduate teaching has largely come about through
the hiring of new faculty since 1976 .
The revision of the Master's program requires no additional
budgetary resources beyond those already committed to the p r og ram.

rHE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
)EPARTMENT OF SECONDARY & ADULT TEACHER EDUCATION
[NDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

PROGRAM OF STUDIES

Bachelor of Science
in Industrial Technical Education

2

INDUSTRIAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION (129 semester hours)

Students majoring in Industria
'chnical Education will complete 48 semester hours (33 semester hours of Prescribed Courses;
.; s~~s\er hour:.a_~~~cribed Areas) of General University Requirements; 21 semester hours
,f ,.;,i@'.j;?:5¢¢; ::R!rn aar.mQBt; 42 semester hours of Industrial/Technical Core courses; 12 senester hours of Industrial/Technical Electives; and 6 semester hours in either t he General,
~nagement, or Industrial/Technical areas.
!. GENERAL UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS {48 hours min .)

To meet the General Requirements for
a B.S. in Industrial Technical Education, students wiil complete a minimum. of 6 s emester
hours in two of the ten areas specified; 7 semester hours in one of the areas; 2 semester
hours in one of the areas; and 9 semester hours (each) in Fine & Practical Arts , Mathematics,
and Communicative Arts. It is strongly recommended that Multiculturalism be one of the areas
represented.
1.

Behavioral Sciences
Course U
Psvch.413/Ind.Psych.

H11m~nities & Social Sciences
Course Ii
Gr . Cr .
Hist.319/Hist.of Sci.
3
Econ. 20J.
3

F,

Gr.

Cr. Comments
PA
3
PC
3

I

Comments
PC
PC
I

2.

Communicative Arts
Sp.Com.130 or 240
Eng, 101 or 102
Eng. 219-Tech. Writing

Mathemati~s
Math 121
Math 180
Math

7

3
3
3

PA
PC
PC

PC
PC
PA

3
3
3

I
l

I
I

1. Multicultural

B

Natural Sciences
Chem. 111
Physics 102

PC
PC

4
3

'

I
~

-

4. Fine & Practical Arts
CIS 150-Comout.Bus.Stu
Engr.-Gen.

9.
3

PC

6

PA

Health. P.E. (Professional)
Health Ed. 164

r
PC

2

I

~

~

I

~

,.1.
....._

Foreign Language

LJ..

•

----

T

J

'

t

.....l...

• _ t .

l,...t...,L...t.......t......t

...t

. J. J.. -•

'

COMMENT NOTES:

~

·-.

...L..1..1. .LJ..1..l..J..

J,..1.J. -1'

.L....L

PC
PA
AE
..L

•

.t . •

• • ...1.

•

Transfer
- Prescribed Course
- Prescribed Area
- · Approved Elective
-

,.L _, _

• . ..t.

. ..t.

• . ..1..

•

J..

..1. t _ ...L..L..1....L .t . ..t....J......L. ..LJ...J.. ..l

Revised 10/ 21 / 81

.... .

B,

BUSINESS SKILLS {MA!eZ:

~~

(21 semester hours

Course No.
Mgt ,
Mgt.
Mgt.
Mgt .
*~ Mgt.
Mgt.

101
102
113
222
290 ·
361
Mgt . 358

Gr.
Fundamentals of Accounting I
Fundamentals of Accounting II
Management: An Introduction
Contemoorarv Marketing
Stat. Methodolo1?v
Organizational 'T'heorv
Man . Societv and Law

28
Cr.

Comments

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

~----------~ -------------------------=-====---~=--===========T===================---MANAGEMENT ELECTIVES .

c.

INDUSTRIAL/TECHNICAL CORE
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.

102

llOL
lllL
112L
120L
230L
280L
285L
320L
425
I.E. 456
I.E . 4701
I.E. 495

D.

............. ......... ..... .... .
(42 hours)

Modern Industry
Machine Woodworking
Graphic Communication
Graphic Communication-Intermed.
Machine Meralworking
Power Mechanics
Introduction to Electronics
Welding
Manufacturing Technology
Industrial Accident Prevention
Science Technologv
Construction Technology
Field Experiences

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6

Twelve (12) hours must be selected in Industrial
INDUSTRIAL/TECHNICAL ELECTIVES.
Education which relate to the student's career objective. This must be with an
advisor's approval and must be selected from the following courses:
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.
I.E.

312L
325L

335L
350L
361L

365L
380L
I.E. 386L
I.E. 410L
I.E. 415L

Architectural Drafting
Industrial/Technical Design
Intermediate Power Mechanics
Cabinetmaking
Advanced Technical Drafting
Advanced Machine Metalworking
Advanced Electronics
Metal Fabrication
Industrial Plastics
Hot Metal Processes

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

--............................ . .

~--~=======-===========================----------------------------I.E. TECHNICAL ELECTIVES.

1

J

**Also offered as Math 245.

FORM C
MAJOR AKD 1'11!\0R CURRICULAR CHANGES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

October
1981
Date: _ _30
__
____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Unit: Department of Physics & Astronomy
(Dept., Div., Prog.)

6.

7.
8.
9.

UNIT PREPARES IK TRIPLI CA TE
Routing (All three copies)
Dean of Library Services
28
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/ or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

L Major Change

Degree--

New

X

Revision of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
existing degree
Major
New
Revision of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ __ _ _
existing major
Minor
New
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
existing minor
Concentration New _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Revision of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
existing concentration
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.
Attached

II. Minor Change
Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision (3-5 hours)

Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)

See attached

Effect·1ve D ate of Proposed Change: _ _ _ _ _Fall
Semester
_-=---~-----Semester

1982
Year

~~dgetai:Y and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
ight th15 change impinge in any significant way on student or departmen~-pr~:_p+i~
If Yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
X
( t

No _ _

Signature: _---,i.~-l.of_:::~T-~tr--"-..o..c.------Dep

A
A-J, ""':«f
/'\ ,,,
I/?/
/
//-..2...~_L,
!· - PProvals: Dean of Library Services _ _ _--1~...6~~·!.:-..ddL-.L......:.~!:,,,:C.!==-='----~ Date: _ _
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

DATE:

To:

Paul

FaoM:

R. M. Price

November 1 7, 1982

Senate Graduate Committee

Attached is the proposed Ph. D. program in Optical Sciences to be offered
jointly by the Departments of Physics and Astronomy and El ectrical and
Computer Engineering. All of the new courses invo l ved have now been approved .
The proposed program has been approved by both the College of Arts and Sciences
and the College of Engineering.
I will appreciate it if you will let us know when the program has been approved
by your committee so that we can hand carry the pr oposal t o the curricula

committee for their consideration.
If there is any additional information that I can provide about the proposal,
please call me at x2616. Thank you.
SW
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Description of Optical Sciences Program for Graduate Catalog
Under "Degrees Offered"
The MS and Ph.D. in Physics:
No change from present description

The Ph.D. in Optical Sciences:
Graduate students who elect optical sciences as the major subject
fo: an advanced degree must have had an undergraduate major in a physical
science or engineering, or the equivalent. Students who are unprepared
to pursue electromagnetic theory and quantum mechanics at the graduate
level will probably be required to undertake some advanced undergraduate
courses to fully prepare them for the Ph.D. program.
General requirements for the Ph.. D. degree are given in the earlier
pages of this bulletin. There is no foreign language requirement for
graduate degrees in optical sciences. However, proficiency in at least
one computer language is encouraged.
A minimum of 52 semester hours of graduate course work is required
for the Ph.D. degree, exclusive of dissertation. These hours must
include the following core courses: Physics 466, Physics 471, Physics 472,
Physics 511 and 512 (or EECE 561 and 562), Physics 521, Physics 530,
Physics 554, Physics 564, EECE 568, and two physics courses numbered
higher than 500 (exclusive of problems courses).
The comprehensive examination for the optical sciences degree is
based upon the material offered in the core courses named above. Depending upon the desires of the student, they may choose the optical
physics concentration or the optical engineering concentration beyond the
core curriculum. For the optical physics concentration, it is recolIIIIlended
that students take Physics 505, Physics 522, Physics 555, Physics 566.
For the optical engineering elective, it is suggested that the st~dents
take EECE 474 and EECE 565. Elective courses numbered above 500 in
either Physics or EECE can be taken to fulfill the requirement of 52
semester hours.
Prospective candidates for the Ph.D. degree in optical sciences
are requested to communicate with the chairperson of the Department and
the director of the Institute for Modern Optics.

PROPOSAL FOR Ph.D. PROGRAM
IN THE OPTICAL SCIENCES

Proposal for Ph .D. Program in the Optical Sc i e n c e s
(with Concentrations in Optical Physics and Optical Engin eeri ng)
Bae kg round :
In 1980/81 the Departme~t of Physics and Astron omy esta bl ished a
new research and instructional group called The Inst i t u te fo r Modern
Optics .
This new initiative was started with t h e suppor t a nd
ass i stance of the Provost, the Associate Provost for Rese a r ch, and the
Dean of Arts and Sciences. The original gro up consis t e d of one
professor and three one-th ird-time faculty appo intme n ts (no t tenure
t rack).
It was also expected that the program would b ring i n a nu mber
of postdoctoral fellows, research scientists, and se n ior research
scientists to participate in the research program.
In the first year the following courses were esta blished and
offered:
476L-447L--Experimental Techniques of Optics, 554--Advanced
Optics I, 555--Advanced Optics II, 556--Electro Optica l Phys i cs ,
564--Laser Physics I, 565--Laser Physics II, 56 6-No n l in ear Op tics and
High Power Lasers.
These new courses along with pr e v i o us ly
established graduate courses in p h ysics allowed us to off e r t h e basics
of advanced optics and laser physics.
As of this time, The Institute for Moder n Optics has one
fu l l-time and f our one-third-time faculty appo in tmen t s (one i n
Electrical Engineering) with a fifth to b: added in Ja n ua :y, 1982 ,
t hree senior research scientists, one senior research engin eer, and
ten additional Ph.D.-level staff.
Present Situation:
The response to this expanded academic prog ram ~a s ?e 7n v ery
positive. Enrollment in our graduate-level.co u rses 1 r 1 1ng. A
s ubstantial fraction of the new enrollment 1s from sc 7e nt 7s t s a nd
~n~ineers from the local community who are not otherwi se involved in
niversity degree programs.
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Throu h
·
e wi·th the courses o ff ered in 1980/81 and
g our exper1enc
d · ·
t
·
through numero u s discussions with scientists a n d a ~ 1n 1stra ors 1n
l ocal industrial laboratories and federal l~boratori:s we come to two
conclusions
First there is strong local i n terest 1n ~ broad e r range
of courses in t he a;ea of optics, laser optics, an~ ~ptica~ systems
engineering.
Secondly, there is si~nifi:ant deman
o r a eg r e e
Program in optical sciences and eng i n eering.
~tionale for an Optics Degree Program at U.N.M.
With the d.
f the laser in early 1 960 the stage was set
iscovery o
.
s ince that time o p tical
or the increased application of opt ics.
1 in cornmunic~tions,
sciences have p layed a growing and i mportant r oe
f

remote sensing, energy systems, defense systems , and b usin ss and
ind ustrial applications. With the rise i n the scope of appli d
o~t i c
mostly utilizing laser techniques, there was a c orresponding
ri se in the demand for people trained in modern and clas s i cal op ics .
Un til the emergence of the laser and many associated op ica l
applications, optics and optical design had become s om e wh a o
qui escent field, with applications larg e ly limited to l ens d sign nd
spe cial optical systems for defense applications .
Consequ n ly ,
opt ic~ had become a "back-burner" cou rs e at most un i v e r si ies s oh
an undergraduate and graduate offering, and the amo un t o
a ch
bei ng carried out in optics (with a f e w exceptions l i ke hin il
technology) was very small.
For i n sta nc e , through t h e 1960s
und e~graduate physics major at MIT cam a wa y with no e x pos u
all o
optics.
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Through the 1960s and 70s there em erged two univ ersi i s in h
co untry where optics was an important c omponent of h e curriculu
nd
rese arch program. Through the 70s both o f these inst i u ion h v
gro wn and prospered.
These are the Univ ersity of Roch s
r , long
not 7d for its in t erest, emphasis, and research ~n op tics , and. h
Opt1 cal · Sciences center at the Univ e r sity of Arizon a , o r m d in
h
response to the perceived need for in creased a 7tivity i n op ic in
n
earl y ~970s.
These two institutions today train the bul o P opl
the optical sciences at the M.S. and Ph . D. degree l e v ls . O
h
ro~ghly seventy to eighty Ph.D.s in o p tics g:adua.ed each y r in h
Unit ea States, about twenty came from the Un1ver~1ty ~f Roch s.
,
twen t from the Optical Sciences Cen te r at the Un 1v e r s1 y o A izon ,
and the rest from the twenty or so departments around h e coun ry ,
ea ch of which produces one to two g raduates a year .
ha

Through the decade of the 1970s, optics-oriented indus i
b~e n formed and have expanded at a r ap i d rate . By l978 ov r $S
bill ion per year was being spent by in d ustry and the Go v ern~ n on
opti cs and optical systems. There we re more than.1,000 op ical
sci entists (advanced degree in opt ics, e tc . ) and 1 ~ t h~ Al~uq~ ~~u
are a alone there are something like a dozen :ompan:es nvo ve
opti cs research.
Most of these prov id e ~ervices ~la ~~r~~=~t o
P~o grams at Kirt l and Air Force Laboratories , Sandia
Labo~atories, or Los Alamos Natio nal Laboratory .

For several
ff'cials of these companies a nd labor or
years o 1
The a dv an ag
as
av ~ u~ged UNM to establish an optics progr~m - he much -need d
~;e ar and three-fold.
First,.i t would prov~~:i~e an oppor uni y or
Nen powe: base to these comp~n ie ~; se~ond , ldly d e v e l o p ing i ld nd
fi WaMexicans to gain educatio n i n ~h~s r~~cally ; and , finall y, i
c n excellent e mployment oppor tunitie~
the skills of hos
c~u la provide for retraining or ~pgrad~n~ local labor atori
For
ex rrently working on optical pro JectsK . 0 tland Air Fo r c e Labora or h s
c am ple, within the last five r ear s, Cirter at he Un i v r i y . o
ont racted with t he Optical Sc iences en
h
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Arizona to send scientists from Kirtland to Tucson for a year to be
retrained in the optical sciences area. The cost and logistical
dis~dvantages associated with this were clear.
It would be of great
assistance to the programs at Kirtland if training opportunities in
the optical sciences were available locally.
The Need for a New Degree Program at U.N.M.:

Why is a new degree program indicated? At the moment, students
at UNM interested in optical sciences and wishing a Ph.D. can obtain a
degree in physics .
However, they must follow a somewhat different
curriculum than the one proposed.
In such a curriculum there is not
sufficient time for the courses on advanced optics, laser physics, and
~ssociated topics that we see as necessary to form a good background
i~ the optical sciences. Additionally, some students wish to pursue a
dissertation topic and elective courses which are more application
oriented and are engineering projects to the degree that they are not
appropriate Physics dissertation topics. Currently, in order for a
student to pursue a Ph.D. degree with an Optics concentration requires
that the graduate faculty of the student's department continually
approve exceptions regarding course requirements, emphasis on
departmental examinations, and other procedural matters.
Optical science is truly an interdisciplinary field.
It contains
elements of physics, applied physics, material sciences, and
engineering.
There is currently not an individual degree program at
UNM which can adequately provide a framework in which a legitimate
study of optical sciences can be carrried out. Therefore, we feel
that it is imperative to establish this new interdisciplinary degree
program at the University at this time, with initial participation
from the departments of Physics and Astronomy, Electrical and Computer
Engineering, and the Institute for Modern Opti cs.
There is no doubt that there is a shortage of individuals with
advanced degrees in the optical sciences in the United States today.
The average starting salary for Ph.D.s in the optical sciences in
1978 was $36,000 per year. This high salary range is due in large
part to the shortage of people in the field .
The shortage is also not
only at the entry level, but rather at all levels from entry level
t~rough senior management .
There sim?lY are.not enough pe~ple around
with skills and experience in the optical sciences to fulfill the
needs of government, academia, and industry.
This represents a particularly seriou~ problem.f~r gove:nment
laboratories which find it difficult to bid competitively with the
industrial c~ncerns. companies, on the other hand, simply.bid back
and forth for the best personnel, raising th~ costs.of their
operations with increased salaries, but not increasing the p~o~ of
available personnel. Thus, the need and employment opportunities for
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individuals with degrees in the optical sciences are high in both
government and industry laboratories •
. Because of the broad and interdisciplinary nature of the field of
optical sciences, it is essential that students have a degree that
mor e closely describes the area of their educational background. From
discussions with personnel officers in both the private sector and at
government laboratories, we have found a clear but unfortunate
atti-tude. When the government or industry is looking for an optical
scientist, that is what the personnel officer looks for. Applicants
who report having a degree in physics or engineering or another
discipline find their applications are put on the bottom of the
pile--beneath those individuals who can be clearly identified as
optical scientists or engineers. Thus, we do a disservice to our
students if we insist that they have a degree title on their
transcript that does not more adequately describe the area of their
expertise. Students are also aware of this factor and a surprisingly
large number of them inquire as to whether or not we have a degree in
optical sciences as opposed to simply a degree · in physics or
engineering.
{Fortunately, the situation is not the same in academia
where universities looking for new faculty in the optical sciences
rely more on references and on dissertation topics to say something
about the expertise of the candidate.)
Finally, even when employers seeking optical scientists do
consider candidates with physics or engineering degrees, there is
nothing particular to distinguish those students with such degrees
from UNM from students with similar degrees from other universities .
In fact, our students might even be at a disadvantage with respect to
graduates of more prest1gous universities or institutions with a high
reputation in science or engineering areas. In other words, our
students would not receive the recognition of the very excellent
apical sciences background and experience that they will gain here at
UNM. On the other hand, an optical sciences degree will set these
students apart when it comes to job consideration. Given the
excell~nce of the faculty and program we have in.this area~ we feel
certain that within only a few years UNM will gain an excellent
reputation in the area of optical · sciences.
The ·Proposed Degree Program
·
For the optical sciences degree, we propose two.concentrations:
optical physics, and optical engineering. Students in_bo~h of these
concentrations would be required to pass the same qualifying and
comprehensive examinations and to take the same set of core courses.
(See attached curriculum.)
After completion of the_core cou:ses, the
students would pursue a concentration in either opti 7al physics or
optical engineering. The core courses and the electiv7 courses for
the two concentrations are both shown in the accompanying attach men t

1.
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Students would be enrolled in the Department of Physics and
Astronomy if they elected the optical physics concentration and in the
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering if they elected the
optical engineering option .
The students would draw their advisor,
research supervisor, and dissertation committee from the appropriate
department.
The proposed degree program would be administered by an
intercollegiate degree committee which would effect the policy and
decisions established by the "optical sciences" faculty members.
Initially, the faculty of the program would come from current faculty
members of the Department of Physics and Astronomy in the College of
Arts and $ciences and the Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering in the College of Engineering. Later we would expect this
group to be joined by other faculty members from units such as
Chemistry, Biology, the Medical School, etc. Membership in the
optical sciences faculty would come about through one of two
mechanisms.
The first would be that any person holding a faculty
appointment in the University and teaching one of the core or elective
courses in optical sciences would automatically become a faculty
member in optical sciences and have a voice in policy and operational
matters related to the curriculum and degree program in optical
sciences (just as any faculty member in regularly established
departments in the university has such a voice) .
In the case of
individuals who do not hold a current faculty appointment within the
university, their application for faculty status in the optical
sciences program would be reviewed by the degree committee for t he
program whose recommendation would then be subject to the approva l of
the optical sciences faculty as defined above. Such appointments
would pertain only to adjunct, visiting, or research appointments.
There would be no full-time facu lty members whose only appointment was
in the optical sciences with no other departmental attachment in the
university.
The degree committee for the optical sciences program would
coordinate and execute the progra m according to the desires of the
optical sciences faculty in the same manner that department
chairpersons act for the faculty of their respective departments. The
membership of the degree committee would consist of the following
.persons:
Chairpersons of Physics and Astronomy (P &.A> and
Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences (EECS)
Director Institute for Mode rn Optics (IMO)
Represen~atives of the graduate committees of P & A and
EECE (one each)
.
One representative (elected by the respective groups)
from each of P & A, EECE, and IMO

'·

..

•
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The optical sciences degree committee would appoint a graduate
committee each.year to.ove:see the administration of the qualifying .
a~d compr hensiv examinations and to approve courses .of study,
d1ssertat1on topics, and handle other matters dealing with the
grad~ate curriculum. The degree committee might also appoint other ad
ho·c committees from the optical sciences faculty as necessary to
ens_u_r~ the effective functioning of the optical sciences program. The
Committee would report to the Deans of the Colleges of Arts and
Sciences and Engineering. These Deans would, in consultation with the
Associate Provist for Academic Affairs, provide broader policy
guidance to the degree committee when necessary.
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Proposed Curriculum:
For over a year discussions have been held between the
Departments of Physics and Astronomy and the Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering with a view to developing a program in
optical sciences and optical engineering. Attachment 1 shows the
Ph.D. progra m that was developed as a result of these discussions.
That list provides a core of ten courses that a student must take to
obtain the necessary background to then proceed in either the optical
physics elective or the optical engineering elective. In order to
provid·e for the full range of electives that would be required both in
the physics and the engineering programs, approximately ten new
courses were identified. These courses would provide the specialized
. topic presentations to allow students to specialize beyond the broad
basis that would be provided by the ten core courses.
The attached sheet shows the proposed curriculum of the Ph.D.
progam in Optical Sciences. For admission to the program the student
would be required to have a bachelor's degree in an area of the
P~ysical sciences or engineering that would allow him/her to proceed
with a minimum of remedial work into what is essentially a graduate
program in physics or electrophysics (that is, that it requires taking
graduate quantum mechanics and graduate electricity and magnetism).
In any case the students admitted to the program would need a strong
background in physics and mathematics.
In the first two years of the program the student would take a
core of ten required courses plus two electives. This core would
include:
Methods of Theoretical Physics: This course would treat the
.
mathematical methods required to understand and master the notation
an·d analytical approach in the bulk of the other courses.
Advanced Optics: These courses would.int~rduce the.student to the use
of electromagnetic theory in its application to optical systems.
Detailed and sophisticated treatment of optical phenomena.such as
interference, diffraction, polarization, coherence, materials, and
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propagation would be studied.
Electricity and Magnetism: Classical treatment of electric and
magnetic fields used as a basis for all optics and laser phys ics
courses.
Quantum Mechanics:
physics courses.

Required as a basis for understanding the laser

Laser Physics: These courses would ensure that a student - ha s · a solid
understanding of semi-classical laser theory and different types of
laser systems. Additionally, more modern topics such as phase
conjugate optics and photon statistics would be discussed.
"Applied" Optics: Fourier optics, holography, and optical properties
of solids would be covered in detail to assure sufficient fami l iarity
with these important areas.
For the remainder of the course hours required for the Ph.D., the
student would pick electives from one of two lists: optical
engineering electives or optical physics electives.
It is assumed that students who were interested in taking mostly
the optical engineering electives would be enrolled in the Department
of Electrical and Computer Engineering and Ehat students intereste d in
the optical physics electives primarily would enroll in the Department
of Physics and Astronomy.
The optical sciences degree program would
require a minimum of 52 hours plus dissertation. Of course,
advisement in the major department would be essential.
Requirements for Additional Faculty
The courses necessary for the implementation of the degree
program in optical sciences include four new courses in the Department
of Physics and Astronomy and seven new courses in the Department of
Electrical Engineering.
Requests for the approval of these new
courses have been submitted concurrently with the request for the new
degree prog ram .
·
In the case of the new physics courses there will be no
requirement for additional faculty · members beyond those currently on
the faculty of the department or promised to the optics program.by the
P:ovist (one-third faculty appointment in January, 1~82; one~th1rd .
time faculty appointment in August, 1982; and.one-third.appointment 7n
August, 1983.) With all of the appointments 1n the optical P:ogram 1n
t~e Physics and Astronomy Department, we will have o~e ful~-time and
six one-third time faculty members to teach courses 1n optical
sciences. Additionally we have several regular Ph¥sics and A7tronomy
faculty members who will teach other core courses 1n the curriculum as
Part of the regular graduate offerings.
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. ~n the case of the Department of Electrical Engineering 1.0 FTE*
additional faculty member will be required every term, or even every
year.
Thus, the impact of these new courses on the teaching load of
the department can be adequately covered with the addition of only 1 o
FTE additional faculty.
The current growth of enrollments in the
•
~ndergraduate Electrical Engineering curriculum and the projected
increase in graduate students participating in the optical sciences
degr~e program adequately justify the addition _of this part-time
appointment.

* Approximately 0.75 FTE for new courses and 0.25 for dissertati on
supervision.
Additional Administrative Impact
Students pursuing a degree in the optical sciences will be
registered as graduate students in the department in which they intend
to take the majority of their graduate courses. Those students
pursuing the optical physics concentration will be enrolled in the
Department of Physics and Astronomy. Students following the optical
engineering option will be enrolled as students in the Electrical and
_Computer Engineering Department.
· It is anticipated that the paper work associated with the
administration of the optical sciences degree program will be fairly
small. _This load will consist of secretarial support for the program
degree committee, the program graduate committee, and for maintenance
of the student files. We estimate that this will require a .5 FTE
secretary (.25 in Physics and Astronomy and .25 in EECE). This
appointment would be at the Department Secretary skill level. Thus ,
this requirement would cost an additional $6000 per year in salary.
Summary:
We feel that the new Ph.D. program that we are proposing is equal
in quality and diversity to either of the Rochester or Arizona
programs. It is our expectation that our program will become known as
one of the top programs in this area in the United States within the
next _few years. At present there are no more than eighty Ph.D. s per
year produced in the area of optical sciences. Each year there a:e
.~early. twice this many openings available ~or entry-1:vel people in
industry, federal laboratories, and academia. T~ere ~s no doubt t~at
there is· a demand for additional Ph.D. students 1n this area.
It 1s
also clear that the areas of modern optics, laser physics, and optical
engineering, will be active into the foreseeable ~u~ure. Thus, we
conclude that there is a national need for an add1t1onal degree
Program in optical sciences which we can meet.
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In summary
1)
There exists a clear demand for programs in the optical
sciences.
The demand is both local and nationwide .
2)
There is strong faculty support for such a program in several
acad e mic departments here at UNM.
3)
There presently exists ample expertise among the faculty and
in the local scientific community to offer a comprehensive course of
study in optical sciences.
4)
The University, through The Institute for Modern Optics and
the Departments of Physics and Astronomy, and Electrical and Computer
Engineering,
already has a large and growing research program in
optical sciences.
5)
Through this degree program the University of New Mexico has
an opportunity to establish a center of excellence in the optical
sciences of national stature.

